A method for selection of forward mutations in supF gene carried by shuttle-vector plasmids.
The supF gene of Escherichia coli has been widely used as a mutagenic target in several shuttle-vector plasmids. Mutations in this gene are usually screened by a colony colour assay based on the suppression of a lacZ amber mutation in an appropriate bacterial indicator strain. This screening method cannot measure the low mutation frequencies usually detected in prokaryotes, and therefore precludes the use of supF gene for studying mutational spectra in bacteria. In this paper we report the development of a simple method for the selection of supF forward mutations in shuttle-vector plasmids. The method has implied the construction of an araD- araC(Am) mutant strain (MBL50) of E.coli. The L-arabinose sensitivity caused by the accumulation of a toxic intermediate in araD- mutants is abolished in MBL50 because the araC(Am) mutation blocks the L-arabinose catabolic pathway. Strain MBL50 becomes sensitive to L-arabinose when transformed with a supF+ plasmid but remains resistant upon transformation with a supF- mutant. This new L-arabinose resistance selection method was able to detect supF- mutant fractions up to three orders of magnitude below those determined with the colony colour screening assay. The method was further validated by carrying out in vivo mutagenesis experiments with N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) and a shuttle-vector-bearing strain (UC2109) completely defective in O6-methylguanine (O6meG) alkyltransferase repair capacity. The DNA sequence alterations of 22 independent supF- mutants induced by MNU were determined. All mutations were G:C-->A:T transitions in agreement with the predicted significance of the mispairing potential of the O6meG lesion. A preference for the sequence 5'-GG-3' was detected, revealing a 5'-flanking base influence. The accumulation of all 22 MNU-induced mutations in three sites of the supF genes might be related to the lack of O6meG alkyltransferase repair capacity of strain UC2109. The L-arabinose resistance method described in this paper allows rapid scoring and sequencing of forward mutations in the supF gene on shuttle-vectors, thus permitting its use as a genetic target for repair and mutagenesis studies in bacteria. Since shuttle-vectors replicate both in bacteria and mammalian cells, this method makes it possible to compare prokaryotic and eukaryotic mutational spectra.